Bonney Lake 950/1010 Booster Pump Station
RFB Specification No. TW22-0112F

All interested parties had the opportunity to submit questions in writing by email to Tisha Rico, Senior Buyer. The answers to the questions received are provided below and posted to the City’s website at www.TacomaPurchasing.org. Navigate to Current Contracting Opportunities / Supplies Solicitations, and then click Questions and Answers for this Specification. This information IS NOT considered an addendum. Respondents should consider this information when submitting their bids.

Question 1: Please specify whether these pumps are intended to be close coupled pumps or frame mounted?

Answer 1: The pumps are to be close coupled pumps.

Question 2: It sounds as though the station supplier is expected to purchase the control panels from S&B and pass the costs of these materials on to the end user? Please confirm if this is the expectation or if S&B will sell direct to Tacoma Purchasing.

Answer 2: The supplier is to purchase the specified equipment from S&B and pass the costs of these materials on to Tacoma Water.